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Abstract

Power spectra associated with fluctuations in the tagged particle potential and kinetic energies are analysed for bulk

SPC/E water for a range of temperatures along the 1.0 g/cm3 isochore. Fluctuations in the tagged particle potential

energies give rise to 1=f a noise, indicative of multiple time-scale behaviour, over a temperature-dependent frequency

regime. In contrast, the tagged particle centre-of-mass and rotational kinetic energies, which are indicative of the

magnitude of local thermal fluctuations, do not show any evidence of 1=f a behaviour.

� 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

Structural and dynamical properties of bulk

phases of water are qualitatively different from

those of simple liquids such as argon, due to the

presence of a three-dimensional network of hy-

drogen bonds [1]. In the liquid phase, the hydro-

gen-bonded network is dynamic and undergoes

structural rearrangements on time-scales compa-
rable to those of molecular rotational and vibra-

tional modes. These hydrogen bond network

rearrangements can take place on multiple length

and time scales, ranging from fast, localised atomic
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displacements to large-scale, relatively slow, col-
lective rearrangements. Systems characterised by

dynamical processes on multiple time-scales are

expected to give rise to a stretched exponential

behaviour in the time-correlation functions, CðtÞ,
with CðtÞ ¼ Cð0Þ exp½�ðt=sÞb� and a 1=f a-type de-

pendence on the frequency f in the corresponding

power spectrum, Sðf Þ [2,3]. Multiple time-scales in

complex systems can arise from a number of cau-
ses. One set of explanations is based on a static

picture, where the different time-scales are associ-

ated with barrier crossing motions corresponding

to a distribution of activation energies [4–6]. Al-

ternative schemes, based on ideas of self-organised

criticality, can also give rise to 1=f a-type behav-

iour [7].

A number of different experimental techniques
have been used to explore 1=f a behaviour of bulk
ed.
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liquid water, primarily inelastic neutron scattering,

dielectric relaxation measurements and Raman

spectroscopy [8]. The background intensity of the

Raman spectrum of liquid water in the frequency

range 20–4500 cm�1 was fitted to a 1=f a form with

a � 1:3 [9]. The dielectric relaxation measure-
ments, however, yield single exponential or Debye

type relaxation behaviour [10]. Incoherent inelastic

neutron scattering experiments yield single particle

correlation functions which are consistent with the

stretched exponential behaviour [11,12]. More re-

cently, coherent neutron scattering experiments

have reported that the resulting time correlation

functions can also be fitted to a stretched expo-
nential relaxation form [13]. Molecular dynamics

simulations corroborate the experimental finding

that, in the case of liquid water, signatures of

multiple time scale behaviour are seen for certain

experimental quantities, such as the intermediate

scattering function but not for others, such as the

dielectric relaxation functions. Interestingly, MD

simulations can also be performed for finite water
clusters and show that the existence of a free sur-

face is sufficient to result in 1=f a behaviour in the

power spectra of all the above-mentioned dy-

namical quantities, including dielectric relaxation

[14,15].

In addition to time-correlation functions that

correspond to observables of scattering and re-

laxation experiments, MD simulations allow for
the monitoring of dynamical quantities that are

inaccessible experimentally. This can be used to

understand the microscopic origin of the 1=f a

behaviour in liquid water. Given any mechanical

quantity AðtÞ as a function of time t along a mo-

lecular dynamics trajectory in the microcanonical

ensemble, one can define the power spectrum of

the fluctuations about the mean, hAi, as

Sðf Þ ¼
Z tmax

tmin

ðAðtÞ
���� � hAiÞe2pift dt

����
2

: ð1Þ

In a previous study, power spectra corresponding

to fluctuations in the total, tagged particle and

inherent structure potential energies were calcu-

lated for a TIPS2 model of liquid water at 298 K

[7]. Fluctuations in the total and inherent structure

energies were found to show 1=f a behaviour over a
three decade range in frequency, with the expo-

nents of 0.75 and 1.3, respectively. Subsequently,

fluctuations in a local structure index for water

were also found to give rise 1=f a behaviour [16].

In the present work, we study the 1=f a behav-
iour of power spectra for SPC/E water. The ex-

tended simple point charge (SPC/E) has been

extensively studied and the density, diffusional and

compressibility anomalies are well characterised

[17–23]. We consider power spectra associated

with fluctuations in the tagged particle kinetic, as

well as potential, energies. The tagged particle

energy is sensitive to changes in the local config-
urational environment of individual particles. The

tagged particle kinetic energy can be thought of as

a local temperature measure or as a measure of the

strength of local thermal fluctuations. The centre-

of-mass and rotational contributions to the kinetic

energy are monitored separately. The temperature

dependence of 1=f a noise is studied along an iso-

chore in the region of the density anomaly. The
computational details are given in Section 2 and

the results are discussed in Section 3. Section 4

summarises our conclusions.
2. Computational details

The SPC/E model is an effective pair-additive
potential energy surface for water which assumes

rigid, non-polarizable, three-site model for each

molecule [17]. The three sites are located at the

atomic positions and are associated with the cor-

responding atomic masses. The OH distance is

1.0 �AA and HOH angle is equal to 109.47�, with
partial charges on oxygen and hydrogen of

�0:8476e and þ0:4238e, respectively. The Len-
nard–Jones site is located at the oxygen atom and

the corresponding parameters are r ¼ 3:166 �AA and

� ¼ 0:6517 kJ/mol.

The molecular dynamics (MD) simulations

were performed using the DL_POLY software

package [24]. A cubic simulation cell containing

256 SPC/E water molecules was used. Electrostatic

interactions were evaluated using the Ewald sum
approach. The MD trajectory was propagated in

the microcanonical (NVE) ensemble using the

Verlet leapfrog algorithm in conjunction with the
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SHAKE algorithm to implement bond constraints

[25,26]. In keeping with earlier work, a time step of

1 fs was used for all the simulations; this resulted

in a 0.056% drift in total energy during the course

of a 0.5 ns run.

The equation of state of SPC/E water has been
mapped out in previous work. The melting point

at 1 atm pressure is known to be below 260 K [22].

The minimum in the pressure–temperature, P ðT Þ,
curve has been located at 250 K along the 1.0 g/

cm3 isochore. We have performed simulations at

four temperatures along this isochore spanning the

region around the anomalous minimum in the

equation of state. At each temperature, the system
was equilibrated for a time period seq and data

were collected for production runs of length sprod.
Error bars were estimated by block averaging [27].

The key simulation results for the four state points

are summarised in Table 1. Within the statistical

error bars, our simulation results match those re-

ported for the P ðT Þ curves in [19,20]; however, our

production run lengths at the lowest temperature
(�212 K) are much smaller than those used in

previous work. There is a difference of approxi-

mately 1% between the ensemble-averaged poten-

tial energy reported in this work and in [19] which

may be attributed to the use of Ewald summation,

rather than a reaction field method, to account for

long-range interactions [22].

In order to compare with the earlier work on
1=f a noise in TIPS2 water [7], we computed the

power spectrum associated with fluctuations in the

total potential energy. The total potential energy is

an extensive quantity and the associated fluctua-

tions decrease with increasing system size. There-

fore, we preferred to focus on calculation of the

power spectrum for the following quantities: (i) the

tagged particle potential energy, uðtÞ, which cor-
Table 1

Equation of state data from microcanonical ensemble simulations of

T P U

(K) (MPa) (kJ/mo

212.6 )4.7 )52.58
253.4� 0.6 )24.1�1.5 )49.6�
292.8� 0.4 )1.26�1.2 )47.1�
388.4� 0.3 )143.3�1.0 )42.2�

Error bars obtained using block averaging are not reported for lo
responds to the interaction energy of an individual

molecule with all the other molecules in the sys-

tem. Since the potential energy surface is assumed

to be pair-additive, the total potential energy,

UðtÞ ¼ 0:5
P

i uiðtÞ where the sum extends over all

molecules; (ii) the tagged particle centre-of-mass
kinetic energy, kcmðtÞ, corresponding to the trans-

lational kinetic energy of an individual molecule

and (iii) the tagged particle rotational kinetic en-

ergy, krotðtÞ. Since a rigid monomer approximation

is made, there is no intramolecular vibrational

energy to account for. For 32 molecules in each

simulation, the tagged particle potential energies

were stored at intervals of 1 fs whereas the tagged
particle kinetic energies were sampled at intervals

of 10 fs. Thus, for each of the 32 tagged molecules,

the discrete sampling of a time signal, AðtÞ, was
obtained where AðtÞ ¼ uðtÞ, kcmðtÞ or krot and

Fourier transformed to generate the correspond-

ing power spectrum, denoted by Suðf Þ, Scmðf Þ or

Srotðf Þ. Since standard fast Fourier transform

(FFT) routines were used, data lengths corre-
sponding to integer powers of two were used [28].

For a time signal represented by N points, the

power spectrum was normalised to ensure that the

sum over the N=2þ 1 positive frequencies corre-

sponded to the mean square amplitude of the time

signal. The most effective method to reduce the

signal-to-noise ratio in the power spectrum was

found to be averaging over the individual tagged
particle spectra. The use of windowing functions

did not substantially reduce the noise in the power

spectra; therefore all the power spectra reported

here correspond to the square window case. In

some cases, specially for the total potential energy

fluctuations, partitioning the original signal into

ðK þ 1Þ overlapping segments of equal length and

then averaging over power spectra from individual
SPC/E water at four state points along the 1 g/cm3 isochore

seq sprod
l) (ns) (ns)

5.0 5.0

0.1 1.0 1.0

0.1 0.5 1.0

0.05 0.5 1.0

west temperature run were the system dynamics is very slow.
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segments was performed in order to reduce the

noise. However, in cases where the long-time, low

frequency behaviour was of interest, partitioning

into only two segments was done.
3. Results and discussion

Fig. 1 compares the power spectra associated

with the total potential energy fluctuations for the

four statepoints listed in Table 1. Comparison with

the results for TIPS2 water given in [7] show that

the overall shape and qualitative features of the

power spectra at different temperatures are very
similar for SPC/E and TIPS2 water. For example,

in Fig. 1, the 1=f a region can be seen for the power

spectrum between 40 and 300 cm�1. The slopes at

lower temperatures vary quite strongly with the

frequency range; therefore we have not attempted

to do a detailed analysis of the 1=f a behaviour for

the total potential energy fluctuations. In the case

of TIPS2 water, the power spectrum associated
with the total potential energy fluctuations was

found to show 1=f a behaviour with a � 0:75 and

the slope was found to vary appreciably with

temperature. However, the frequency range over

which the fitting was done at different tempera-

tures is not indicated in the earlier work [7].
Fig. 1. Power spectra of the total potential energy fluctuations

at different temperatures along the 1 g/cm3 isochore. The length

of the time signal was �80 ps and the sampling interval was 10

fs corresponding to a Nyquist frequency of 1666 cm�1. Aver-

aging was done over 90 windows.
Fig. 2 compares the Suðf Þ, Srotðf Þ and Scmðf Þ
curves for SPC/E water at a temperature of 293 K

and density of 1 g/cm3. We first consider the power

spectrum associated with fluctuations in the tagged

particle potential energies. This quantity has been

studied in [7] for TIPS2 water at 290 K. The Suðf Þ
curve drops fairly rapidly to zero above 1000 cm�1

since intermolecular vibrational modes are absent

above this frequency. Between 200 and 1000 cm�1,

there is a broad maximum centred at 450 cm�1

which is conspicuous on the logarithmic plot. The

librational modes in water are known to lie in the

400–1000 cm�1 frequency regime from experiment

as well as simulations. A clear 1=f a regime can be
seen in the frequency interval from 2 to 200 cm�1.

The crossover to white noise behaviour occurs at

about 1 cm�1. The exponent a in the 1=f a region

was found to be �1.44. The variation in the

computational estimate of a with respect to sam-

pling interval as well as length of the time signal

was studied in detail. The convergence tests are

summarised in Table 2 and indicate that the vari-
ation in a is less than 0.06. In the case of TIPS2

water, the tagged particle potential energy fluctu-

ations were found to result in a power spectrum in
Fig. 2. Comparison of power spectra obtained from fluctua-

tions in the tagged molecule potential energy, rotational and

centre-of-mass kinetic energy at 292.8� 0.4 K and 1 g/cm3. The

length of the time signal for the Suðf Þ curve was 219 fs (�0.5 ns)

and the sampling interval was 1 fs corresponding to a Nyquist

frequency of 16666 cm�1. The length of the time signal for the

Srotðf Þ and Scmðf Þ curves was 216 � 10 fs (�0.65 ns) and the

sampling interval was 10 fs corresponding to a Nyquist fre-

quency of 1666 cm�1. For clarity of presentation, logarithmi-

cally spaced points are shown on the graph.



Fig. 3. Power spectra of the tagged molecule potential energies

at different temperatures along the 1 g/cm3 isochore. The

computational details are the same as for the Suðf Þ curve in

Fig. 2.

Table 2

Dependence of the exponent in the 1=f a fit to the power spec-

trum, Suðf Þ, in the frequency range from 2.7 to 245 cm�1 on

computational parameters associated with the Fourier trans-

formation of the time signal of the tagged particle potential

energy, uðtÞ

Ds (fs) Data length, N a

1 65536 1.49

1 131072 1.43

1 262144 1.44

1 524288 1.44

7 65536 1.45

15 65536 1.43

The sampling interval, Ds, corresponds to the interval be-

tween two stored values of uðtÞ while the data length correspond

to the number of sampled values of uðtÞ used as input for the

FFT routines. The uðtÞ data were from the simulation at 292.8

K. A square window was used in all cases.
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which the intermediate frequency regime could not
be well fitted with a straight line though the overall

shape and features of the Suðf Þ curve were very

similar to those shown for SPC/E water in this

work. The differences between TIPS2 and SPC/E

water may be attributed to the different potential

energy parametrisations and consequent variations

in the hydrogen network structure and dynamics.

We now compare Suðf Þ with Scmðf Þ and Srotðf Þ.
The fluctuations in the tagged particle kinetic en-

ergies are much smaller than those in the potential

energy resulting in noisier power spectra and lower

values of Scmðf Þ and Srotðf Þ compared to Suðf Þ.
The Scmðf Þ curve, associated with fluctuations in

the tagged particle translational kinetic energy, is

essentially a white noise spectrum for f < 100

cm�1. Above 100 cm�1, the power spectrum drops
fairly rapidly with increasing frequency. This is the

type of power spectrum seen for tagged particle

potential energy fluctuations in liquid argon. The

tagged particle translational kinetic energy fluctu-

ations therefore show no signatures of multiple

time-scale behaviour. The corresponding quantity

associated with the tagged particle rotational ki-

netic energy, Srotðf Þ, also shows white noise be-
haviour below 100 cm�1. However, unlike Scmðf Þ,
Srotðf Þ is significant for frequencies between 500

and 1500 cm�1. A broad peak in Srotðf Þ centred at

about 1100 cm�1 occurs in this region. The mini-

mum in Srotðf Þ at 500 cm�1 coincides with the
position of the maximum in Suðf Þ. This contrast in
the high frequency or short-time behaviour is re-

flected in the behaviour of corresponding auto-

correlation functions which are not shown here.

While it is obvious that these high frequency fea-

tures must be related to the hindered rotations of
the H2O molecules, we do not at present have a

molecular level explanation for the locations of the

peaks in Suðf Þ and Srotðf Þ.
The Suðf Þ power spectrum at four different

temperatures along the 1.0 g/cm3 isochore is

shown in Fig. 3. The Suðf Þ curve at 293 K, dis-

cussed above, may be compared with the curve

at 388 K. The crossover frequency at 388 K is
�4 cm�1, compared to 1 cm�1 at 293 K. The high

frequency peak centred at 450 cm�1 is less pro-

nounced at the higher temperature. The region

between 4 and 200 cm�1 can be fitted to a 1=f a

form with a � 1:43. The Suðf Þ curve at 253 K has

the following significant features: (i) crossover

frequency at approximately 0.4 cm�1; (ii) pro-

nounced high frequency peak at 450 cm�1; (iii)
1=f a regime between 1 and 200 cm�1 with

a � 1:38. For the lowest temperature power spec-

trum at 213 K, no crossover to white noise be-

haviour can be seen above 0.1 cm�1. In contrast to

the spectra at 253 K and above, ln Suðf Þ at 213 K

shows a clear non-linear dependence on ln f be-

tween 10 and 200 cm�1. Between 0.2 and 10 cm�1,

one can fit Suðf Þ to a 1=f a form with a ¼ 1:47 but
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this is a very small frequency domain when com-

pared to the regime for multiple time-scale be-

haviour at higher temperatures. Since structural

relaxation is very slow at such low temperatures,

longer runs may be necessary to refine results at

the low frequency end of the power spectrum and
to locate a crossover frequency. It should also be

noted that in the multiple time-scale frequency

regime, an effort was made to fit the Suðf Þ curves
to a Gaussian-logarithmic form but this did not

prove to be significantly better than the simple

1=f a function [9].

Fig. 4 compares Srotðf Þ at four different temper-

atures. Unlike the Suðf Þ curves, the overall shape of
Fig. 5. Power spectra of the tagged molecule translational ki-

netic energy at different temperatures along the 1 g/cm3 iso-

chore. The computational details are the same as for the Scmðf Þ
curve in Fig. 2.

Fig. 4. Power spectra of the tagged molecule rotational kinetic

energy at different temperatures along the 1 g/cm3 isochore. The

computational details are the same as for the Srotðf Þ curve in

Fig. 2.
the Srotðf Þ curves remains the essentially the same

with temperature except that the high frequency

peak, centred at approximately 1100 cm�1, becomes

more pronounced at lower temperatures. The

Scmðf Þ curves at four different temperatures, shown

in Fig. 5, are all white noise power spectra with a
sharp fall in frequency at about 100 cm�1.
4. Conclusions

The present work examines in detail the power

spectrum, Suðf Þ, associated with fluctuations in

tagged particle potential energies for SPC/E water
over a temperature range spanning the density

anomaly along the 1 g/cm3 isochore. The Suðf Þ
curves at temperatures of 253 K and above have

three distinct regions: (i) a low frequency white

noise regime below a crossover frequency, fc; (ii) a
1=f a regime for intermediate frequencies and (iii) a

high-frequency region with localised peaks due to

restricted rotational modes. The crossover fre-
quency, fc, is shown to increase with temperature.

The high-frequency peak associated with libra-

tional motion becomes less pronounced with

temperature. The frequency range associated with

1=f a or multiple time-scale behaviour is shown to

be temperature dependent. For temperatures cor-

responding to strong supercooling, the power

spectra of the tagged particle potential energies is
qualitatively different.

Power spectra associated with tagged particle

kinetic energies are also studied along the isochore.

The fluctuations in the tagged particle centre-of-

mass kinetic energies appear to be completely un-

correlated and give rise to a white-noise spectrum

with a frequency cut-off at 100 cm�1. The fluctu-

ations in the tagged particle rotational kinetic en-
ergies show no long time-scale correlations;

however, a pronounced peak is seen at high-fre-

quencies which must be related to the restricted

rotational motion of the water molecules.

An interesting outcome of this study is that dif-

ferent tagged particle quantities can show very dif-

ferent sensitivities to the multiple time-scale

relaxations of the hydrogen-bonded network of
water. The tagged particle potential energies show a

1=f a regime for temperatures above and close to the
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freezing temperature. In complete contrast, the

fluctuations in the tagged particle translational or

centre-of-mass kinetic energies are completely of the

Markovian or white-noise type. This is consistent

with a structural origin for the multiple time-scale

behaviour and also suggests that it may be worth
exploring which other structural quantities give rise

to 1=f a-type behaviour in order to gain further in-

sights into the multiple time-scale behaviour.
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